Tracking the formation of a species assemblage over time: phylogenetic reconstruction of patterns of colonisation and speciation
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Colonisation

In-situ speciation
Are species added into an assemblage at an even rate over time?

Uneven colonization rate due to geographical events
Ali & Huber 2010 Nature

Slow-down in speciation rate due to saturation
Rabosky & Lovette 2008 Proc.R.Soc.B
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Uncertainty in localize speciation and colonization events on a node
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Uncertainty in localizing colonization and speciation

Reconstruction uncertainty

Topology and time uncertainty
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Step 2: Simulate phylogenies using those parameter sets
Constrain the extant number of lineages and total divergence time

Step 3: ML (observed) << ML(simulated)?
small type I error, large type II error

Step 4: Construct CI of simulated and observed histories:
Colonization frequency over time
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Include all the taxa in the assemblage

Include the closest relatives of each taxon outside the assemblage

Crottini et al. 2012 PNAS
More colorizations during Cenozoic Era in Madagascar squamates

\[ P \left( L_{\text{sim}} \leq L_{\text{obs}} \right) = 0.49 \]

Colonization frequencies over time

Frequency distribution of number of extant species per colonization
**Constant colonization but inconstant speciation in New Zealand passerines**

\[ P(\text{\textit{L}}_{\text{sim}} \leq \text{\textit{L}}_{\text{obs}}) = 0.04 \]

Colonization frequencies over time

Frequency distribution of number of extant species per colonization

**Excess of single colonizing lineage**
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Sample size?
MCMC sampling?
Type II error?
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The method does not reconstruct unbiased assemblage histories. Thus, it should not be used to test effects of a specific historical or geological events.

A hidden Markov model may reconstruct a less biased assemblage history. Require numerical integrations and time-consuming.

Compare performance between hidden Markov methods and our analytical approach in reconstructing assemblage histories.
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